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Charles Barth, Esquire
Office of General Counsel
One White Flint North
Stop 15B18
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Michael D. Kohn, Esquire
Kohn, Kohn & Colapinto, P.C.
517 Florida Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20001

Re: Georgia Power Company (Vogtle Electric Generating Plant, Units 1 and 2)
NRC Docket Nos. 50-424-OLA-3,50-425-OLA-3; License Amendment for
Transfer to Southern Nuclear Operating Company

Gentlemen:

Please find enclosed partial transcripts of certain audio tapes recorded by Mr. {
Mosbaugh which Georgia Power Company (GPC) believes to be relevant to its case. This is
the first of several groups of transcripts that GPC plans to proffer to the parties for
stipulation. These transcripts were originally prepared by the NRC and have been hand-
marked to reflect corrections made by GPC. GPC previously requested stipulation by the
parties to these transcripts, along with several others.l' Pursuant to the Licensing Board's

,

direction at the August 12, 1994, status conference (Tr. 597, 601-602), GPC has reviewed
{

these transcripts again and continues to believe that the enclosed transcript excerpts are '

relevant to its case. Intervenor provided proposed corrections to these transcripts, along with
others,2/ while the NRC Staff has yet to respond.

1

l' See GPC's letter to Messrs. Barth and Kohn, dated February 28,1994.
I

2' See Intervenor's Response to Licensee's Request for Stipulations Dated February 28, !
1994, dated September 20,1994. I
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The partial transcripts enclosed are potions of transcripts for Tape Nos. 42, 184, 186,
.

253,258, and 267. Notwithstanding disagreement with some of Intervenor's proposed
corrections, the enclosed transcripts incorporate Intervenor's corrections except where GPC
believes the proposed corrections could materially alter the conversations ~which the
transcripts reDect. Accordingly, GPC has incorporated Intervenor's proposed corrections '

except as follows:

Tape 42 -- p. 27, In. I1 should continue to read "past the 2hd" as opposed to "past -

the 20th."
i

Tape 186 -- p.1, In 11 should continue to read "got an audit done on these stans" as i
opposed to "got an audit laying on his desk."

Tape 258 -- p.1, In.17 has been modined to incorporate the language suggested by '

Intervenor but additional modi 6 cations have been made to incorporate additional
discussion that was previously described as inaudible. ;

:

Tape 267 -- Intervenor requested that page 40 cf this transcript also be included to
provide proper context. GPC does not believe that page 40 would aid in this regard
and has not included it.

t

!

Sincerely,
. . . - !

_

James E. Joiner,

cc: Service List (without enclosures)
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